• I understand that this course will be conducted completely online. I understand that I ___ have access to high-speed Internet ___ during ___ of the course.
• I understand that my ___ having access to high-speed Internet, due to travel or other reasons, will ___ be a valid excuse for my not completing my work.
• I understand there are ___ possible points that are available for me to ___ in the course.
• I understand that on each of the course’s ___ assignments, I can earn ___ points if I complete the assignment before ___ and I fulfill ___ the assignment’s requirements.
• I understand that on each of the course’s ___ assignments, I can earn ___ points if I complete the assignment before ___ and I correct my assignment to fulfill ___ the assignment’s requirements within ___ of the assignment’s ___.
• I understand that on each of the course’s ___ assignments, I can earn ___ point if I do not complete the assignment ___ its due date OR if I complete the assignment before ___ but I do ___ fulfill ___ the assignment’s requirements and I do ___ correct my assignment to fulfill all the requirements ___.
• I understand that on each of the course’s ___ assignments, I will earn ___ points if I haven’t completed the assignment ___ week after ___.
• I understand that this is a ___-credit course; therefore, I should plan to spend ___ hours of work on the course ___ days a week during the summer term.
• I understand the three ways to do well in this course are to ___, ___, and ___.
• I understand that I should work ahead to avoid unexpected delays, because after two weeks of regular completion time and after the one-week extension, the opportunity will be ___, just like in real life.
• I understand how the ___ accommodation is built into the course (why it is built into the course and how I can take advantage of it). Because of the ___ accommodation, I know that it is ___ to ask for an extension for completing any assignment.
• I understand that whenever I have questions about the course, I should feel free to email ___. I should title my email ___, and I should use my ___.
• I understand that I should ___ email the TAs.

Signed: ____________________ (type in your name)